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Abstracts / Fish & Shellfish
Francisella noatunensis subsp. orientalis (Fno) (syn. F. asiatica) is an emer-
gent warm water fish pathogen and the causative agent of piscine franci-
sellosis. Although Fno causes septicemia and can live extracellularly in a
tilapia (Oreochromis spp.) infection model, the early interaction of Fnowith
vasculature endothelium is unknown. In the present study, we examined
the interaction of wild-type Fno (WT) and two Fno knockout strains,
intracellular growth loci C (DiglC) and pathogenicity determinant protein A
(DpdpA)), with a previously reported O. mossambicus Bulbus arteriosus
endothelial-like cell line (TmB) at 25�C and 30�C. Similar amounts of WT,
DiglC, and DpdpA attached and were detected intracellularly after 5 hours
post-infection at both temperatures; however there was an effect of
temperature on uptake as significantly greater quantities of Fno (WT, DiglC,
and DpdpA) were detected intracellularly when cells were incubated at
30�C. Only the WT Fno was able to replicate intracellularly, causing cyto-
toxicity and apoptosis at 24 and 72 h post-infection when incubated at
25�C. WT Fno incubated at 30�C as well as DiglC, and DpdpA incubated at
25�C and 30�C were defective for survival, replication, and the ability to
cause cytotoxicity in TmB. The current findings provide insight into the
pathophysiology of francisellosis in tilapia.
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Looking through transgenic zebrafish to reveal novel mechanisms of
host-parasite interaction: In vivo real-time imaging of a trypanosome
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Trypanosomes are unicellular flagellate protozoan parasites often with a
preference for living in the blood of their hosts. Trypanosoma carassii natu-
rally infects carp, goldfish and related species. Under normal conditions fish
Trypanosomes do not cause major problems in wild stocks or aquaculture
fish species, so why study them? The reason is twofold: 1) they are beautiful
to look at under the microscope; 2) they can help reveal detailed immune
mechanisms including, in vivo macrophage polarization, immune evasion
strategies, B and T cell proliferation and memory responses. Over the past
years our group has used a trypanosome infection model of carp as a tool to
trigger and modulate the immune system and gain insight in fundamental
protective mechanisms. To further expand our toolbox and overcome some
of the limitations of the carpmodel, we established a trypanosome infection
model of zebrafish, the little twin sister of carp. Through the use of larvae,
juvenile and adult transgenic fish, we are able to: 1) visualize, in real-time,
the mechanisms of parasite extravasation and leukocyte-trypanosome
interaction; 2) visualize the kinetics of innate immune cell activation by
using Tnfa:Gfp and Il1b:Gfp expressing transgenic zebrafish lines; and 3)
investigate the role of macrophages in the resolution or exacerbation of
infection through ablation experiments. Where the large carp is perfect for
cellular studies, the small zebrafish is an excellent tool for live imaging and
genetic manipulation. Together, they form a perfect ‘twinning team’ to
address fundamental questions on the evolution of the immune system and
to unravel fundamental aspects of host-pathogen interaction.
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Abstract
During early stages of development vertebrates rely on an immature im-
mune system to fight pathogens. In humans, distinct phases of the
development of immunity have been distinguished based on levels of TLR-
induced cytokine responses. These periods are each associated with pre-
dominant infectious diseases reflecting the immaturity of responses.
Whether such transitions during the development of immunity are
conserved across vertebrates remains unknown. Here we examine the
divergence between responses to bacterial and viral infections during early
development in a teleost fish. Using rainbow trout, we characterized re-
sponses to two natural pathogens of this species, the Gram negative bac-
terium Aeromonas salmonicida and the virus VHSV, using microarray
analysis at four early life history stages; eyed egg, post hatch, first feeding
and three weeks post first feeding when adaptive immunity starts to be
effective. All stages responded to both infections, but the complexity of the
response increased with developmental stage. The response to virus
showed a clear interferon response only from first feeding. In contrast,
bacterial infection induced a marked response from early stages, with
modulation of inflammatory, antimicrobial peptide and complement
genes across all developmental stages. Whilst the viral and bacterial re-
sponses were distinct, there were modulated genes in common, mainly of
general inflammatory molecules. This work provides a first platform to
explore the development of fish immunity to infection, and to compare the
age-dependent changes (from embryo to adults) across vertebrates.
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